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1. Introduction
•

The growing use of digital files in the prepress field has led to its use elsewhere in
the printing process. The Digital Information InkZone Box represents an
extraordinary advancement in an area of great potential savings – press
makeready. The IZ Box provides a convenient means of rapidly setting the ink
fountains on a printing press. Acting as a translator between workstation and
printing machine, the IZB converts pre-press data into the proper digital format,
calculates the ink key presetting values and feeds them to the remote control of
the press. This guarantees for maximum precision in pre-setting of ink fountains.
The result is less waste and a much faster makeready.

•

The IZB can be used with any CtP as well as every CtF using the same format as
the printing machine. The press should be equipped with a remote control system
for the ink fountains.

IZB Features
•
•
•
•

the software package supports all common RIP technologies
it generates formproofs (color blueprints) from ripped and separated data
the workflow is manufacturer independent
various press interfaces allow communication with almost any modern
press console
• the IZB is very flexible; it can control several press lines on the same location
using multiple press interfaces
• modular approach – an additional press interface can be obtained for supporting
the new press production line

IZB Benefits
• less makeready
• waste saving
• fast return on investment

This manual contains important information for operation. Please take your
time to read it thoroughly. If you do so you will be rewarded with ease and
efficiency while working with the system.
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2. IZB Description
The IZB consists of:
• DI-Plot
• IZ Box

DI-Plot

IZ Box
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2.1. DI-Plot
• Standard PC
• Windows Operating System
• DI-Plot

DI-Plot is a special program, networked with a RIP or workflow computer and can be
installed on a separate standard PC running a Windows operation system. If
prepress works on an Windows platform DI-Plot can be installed directly on the RIP
or workflow computer.
DI-Plot „scans“ the prepress files (reads almost any RIP format including CIP3/CIP4)
to obtain image coverage data. The data is then passed to the IZ Box for further
processing. The software can also generate formproofs (digital blueprints) from
ripped and separated data. The formproofs are fully representative in status and
content of various bitmap formats.
DI-Plot is supplied with a dongle for parallel ports. Without a dongle the program
WILL NOT WORK

2.2. IZ Box
• industrial design with adjustable handle
• touch panel monitor
• drives for various outputs

The IZ Box stores and processes image coverage data from prepress workflow sent
via ethernet from DI-Plot. By acting as a storage device, the IZ Box allows jobs to be
stored, used, recalled and moved at will. When a job is to be printed the image
coverage data is converted to key preset values and is transferred to the press
console for presetting the fountains. The IZ Box is very flexible and can support
several press production lines by using multiple press interfaces. The key zone
information as well as the printing characteristics are calculated and stored
seperately for each press and can be selected by the operator. Once a job has been
run, it may be rerun on a different press if required by workflow considerations.
On the back of the IZ Box you can find the main switch, the power supply socket, the
network cable connector, an external monitor connector (for displaying the bitmap
control proofs) and the keyboard socket (for installation only).
-6-
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3.DI-Plot Installation Instructions
3.1. Configuration of the RIP or Workflow PC
The Production RIP or Workflow software creates the files for each job (CIP3, 1-Bit
TIFF or other formats). They are the source data for conversion into image coverage
information by DI-Plot.
- Create a Folder
It is necessary to create a folder (for example c:\izb\ripfiles) for data storage. This
folder has to be created on the same computer running the software that generates
the files (RIP or Workflow computer).
Note: If the folder has been created on another computer and it is off, it is not
possible to export or store data. This could be a problem especially when the
Hotfolder mode is used.
- Share Directory
From the Shared folder DI-Plot can read the files it converts into image coverage
information / INK files.
Note: Be well prepared before starting to use the IZB system:
- It is good advice to prepare in prepress some jobs containing full color, and in
press to store the final settings of the ink fountains on a Job Card.
- DI-Plot will create the INK files from these jobs, which will then be used together
with the final ink fountain settings as source code for the first optimization (in
P2Poptim menu). Only then the first job presettings should be started by the IZB
system.

3.2. Configuration of the DI-Plot Computer
The DI-Plot PC is the computer on which the DI-Plot software is installed.
- Make a note of the PC’s Name and the PC’s Workgroup: we will use it during the
installation of the IZ Box.
- Create DIL User on the DI-Plot PC:
1./ No password, 2./ Never expires, 3./ User can’t change passwords
(should have Administrator rights)
- Create the InkFiles Folder– an Export Directory: for example c:\izb\inkfiles.
Then the subdirectories c:\izb\inkfiles\1\ for press1, c:\izb\inkfiles\2\ for press2
etc can be created. DI-Plot will store the INK files for each type of press in separate
folders.
- Share the inkfiles folder– this is an export directory and gives the DIL user access
rights to the folder c:\izb\inkfiles. The DIL user will be the IZ Box computer. The IZ
Box will read the INK files and BMP preview files from this folder.
- Create the InkZoneParameters folder: – c:\izb\InkZoneParameters is the folder
for saving the configuration parameters of each press type in the production line.
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3.3. DI-Plot Installation
1. Install DI-Plot on the computer
2. Install the Rainbow dongle driver
3. Switch off the computer, install the DI-Plot dongle on the parallel port and
switch the computer on again
4. Set up a drive for to the directory shared with the production RIP. This will
be the input directory for DI-Plot.
5. Configure DI-Plot
- configuration of the correct input file format
- configuration of InkZone Parameters and the correct output file format
- configuration and usage of the Hotfolder

3.3.1. Installation of the DI-Plot Software
Put the installation CD in the PC

- Run the installation software. For example version 798.
- installation will be prepared automaticaly
-8-
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- click Next

- type your information and click Next

- select Custom and click Next
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- if necessary click on Browse to select the installation directory, then click OK
- click on Next

- click on Next

- if the installation was successful, click Finish
When the installation is completed look for DI-Plot and the Sentinel Dongle driver:
Start – All Programs – IZB

It is recommended to put DI-Plot into the autostart menu.
The software will start automatically whenever the computer is booted.
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3.3.2. Installation of the DI-Plot dongle driver
Find the Sentinel Dongle driver: - click Start – All Programs – DI-Plot

- use Sentinel Dongle 9x for Windows 95, 98
- use Sentinel Dongle NT for Windows 2000, NT, XP

- select Install Sentinel Driver

- click OK or change directory if necessary.

- Switch off the computer
- Plug in the dongle on the parallel port of the computer
- Switch on the computer
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3.3.3. General Information about DI-Plot
Whenever the computer is booted DI-Plot will start automatically and display on
the monitor‘s Main Menu

the DI-Plot screen.

For applying the IZB Digital Ink Preset System we need only three functions from the
Main Menu:
- Ink Zone Parameters
- Parameters
- File

3.3.4. Description of the DI-Plot Workflow
- DI-Plot reads the prepress source files from one shared folder.
- DI-Plot can recognize prepress files of three different sizes.
- From these three file sizes DI-Plot can calculate the image coverage code
for 3 different types of presses
.
Note: If it is necessary to prepare data for more than one type of press DI-Plot could
be installed on the same PC more than once with different configurations.
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- DI-Plot can work in manual mode or with Hotfolder in automatic mode.
- During conversion DI-Plot creates INK files (simple text files) with image coverage
code and RGB Thumbnail BMP files for preview.
These files are stored in folder c:\izb\inkfiles\1\, c:\izb\inkfiles\2\, and
c:\izb\inkfiles\3\, according to the configuration used for each press type.
Below there is an example of the final INK and BMP files after a job has been
converted:
480104-NATUR BILDER_01
480104-NATUR BILDER_01.INK

$48104-NATUR BILDER_01A
$HV1
$CYN;U;32;1.3,18.5,49.7,48.8,43.2,39.8,33.8,28.6,6.3,50.0,47.8,48.8,47.8,49.6,41.1,4.1,3.9,55.8,55.0,46.6,
45.8,46.7,50.4,8.3,35.5,46.9,47.2,49.3,54.4,58.2,26.7,0.2
$MAG;U;32;0.5,13.0,35.3,33.9,31.5,27.3,20.8,17.6,4.9,39.6,40.2,39.9,41.5,40.3,33.2,3.4,3.1,39.5,39.6,35.2,
34.2,32.4,30.7,4.9,22.3,31.1,35.6,35.8,37.9,42.7,19.7,0.2
$YEL;U;32;0.5,11.6,31.3,27.9,24.6,18.1,15.5,15.7,5.4,45.0,47.8,57.7,60.7,60.8,54.3,5.9,4.1,53.6,54.5,45.4,
43.7,40.5,32.1,4.5,45.5,59.0,55.4,54.9,56.9,61.1,28.4,0.2
$BLK;U;32;0.8,5.1,14.1,9.8,7.5,5.0,5.2,7.8,1.8,13.9,14.1,14.0,14.9,18.1,11.4,1.1,1.8,19.3,21.0,16.3,13.6,13.
8,12.0,1.9,6.5,9.6,11.7,14.7,14.6,19.8,8.8,0.3

480104-NATUR BILDER_01.BMP
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3.3.5. Information Needed Before Installing DI-Plot
When beginning the installation it is necessary to know:
The job files‘ format used by prepress: CIP3, PackBits, TIFF/IT-P1, PS_Proofer...

Example of a Manual Prepress Configuration:
- Agfa Apogee PDF RIP
- Workflow Apogee PrintDrive3 without CIP3 (without InkDrive option=CIP3 is used);
the PS_Proofer format can be used as a standard feature

Example of a Manual Press Configuration:

Press 1:
- Type of press
- Number of colors on the press
- Number of zones
- Width of one zone
- Max. height of printed area on the press
- Distance between the printed area
and the plate edge or the RIPed image

Heidelberg Speedmaster 102
5 units
32 zones
32.5 mm
705.0 mm

51.0 mm

Press 2:
- Type of press
- Number of colors on the press
- Number of zones
- Width of one zone
- Max. height of printed area on the press

Roland 300
5 units
24 zones
30.0 mm
595.0 mm

- Distance between the printed area
and the plate edge or RIPed image

50.0 mm

Press 3:
- Type of press
- Number of colors on the press
- Number of zones
- Width of one zone
- Max. height of printed area on the press

Heidelberg GTO
4 units
16 zones
32.5 mm
380.0 mm

- Distance between the printed area
and the plate edge or RIPed image

40.0 mm
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3.3.6. Configuration of Ink Zone Parameters
DI-Plot can create three file sizes for three different types of presses:
Press 1:
Large model - Heidelberg Speedmaster 102
C:\IZB\InkFiles\1\ - IZ Destination path for saving the converted INK and BMP files
for press 1.
Press 2:
Medium model - Roland 300
C:\IZB\InkFiles\2\ - IZ Destination path for saving the converted INK and BMP files
for press 2.
Press 3:
Small model - Heidelberg GTO
C:\IZB\InkFiles\3\ - IZ Destination path for saving the converted INK and BMP files
for press 3.

- Click on Ink Zone Parameters

We could start with the Large Ink Zone Size Class.
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Press 1: Large Class - Heidelberg Speedmaster 102
- select Ink Zone Size Class - Large
- select IZ Destination Path - C:\IZB\InkFiles\1\
after convertion the INK and BMP files for this press will be stored in this directory.
- click on F for setting up the Ink Zone and Thumbnail Orientation. They have to be
both in the same direction as the sheet on the press. Check for correct thumbnail
orientation after the first conversions have been carried out
- select Max. Thumbnail Size – 800 Pixels are recommended
- select – click Bitmap Adjust Centered X
- enter the number of Zones - 32
- enter Zone Width – 32.500 mm
- enter First Z Width – 32.500 mm
- enter Last Width – 32.500 mm
- Z.-Area Width is calculated automatically – 32 x 32.5 = 1040.000 mm
- Z.-Area Height (Max. printed area on the press) – 705.000 mm
- Bitmap Offset Y (distance between the printed area and the edge of the plate
or RIPed image) – 51.000 mm (minus)
- Width – Central Zone Width
- Height – Zone Area Height
- Save – store the Large Size setup:
browse the path (for example C:\IZB\InkZoneParameters\) and fill in the name of
the setup file (for example HSM102_Large). Because the Ink Zone setup Large is
used .IZM is added to the name of the file.
Note: This file will be used during setup of Parameters and Hotfolder Parameters.
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Press 2: Medium Class - Roland 300
- select Ink Zone Size Class - Medium
- select IZ Destination Path - C:\IZB\InkFiles\2\
to this directory the INK and BMP files for this press will be stored after convertion.
- click on F for setting up the Ink Zone and Thumbnails Orientation. They have to be
both in the same direction as the sheet on the press. Check for correct thumbnail
orientation after the first conversions have been carried out
- select Max. Thumbnail Size – 800 Pixels are recommended
- select – click Bitmap Adjust Centered X
- enter the number of Zones – 24
- enter Zone Width – 30.000 mm
- enter First Z Width – 30.000 mm
- enter Last Width – 30.000 mm
- Z.-Area Width is calculated automatically – 24 x 30.0 = 720.000 mm
- Z.-Area Height (Max. printed area on the press) – 595.000 mm
- Bitmap Offset Y – (distance between the printed area and the edge of the plate
or RIPed image) – 50.000 mm (minus)
- Width – Central Zone Width
- Height – Zone Area Height
- Save – store the Medium Size setup:
browse the path (for example C:\IZB\InkZoneParameters\) and fill in the name of
the setup file (for example Roland_Medium). Because the Ink Zone setup Medium
is used .IZM is added to the name of the file.
Note: This file will be used during setup of Parameters and Hotfolder Parameters.
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Press 3: Small Class - Heidelberg GTO
- select Ink Zone Size Class - Small
- select IZ Destination Path - C:\IZB\InkFiles\3\ to this directory the INK and BMP
files will be stored for this press after convertion.
- click on F for setting up the Ink Zone and Thumbnails Orientation. They have to be
both in the same direction as the sheet on the press. Check for correct thumbnail
orientation after the first conversions have been carried out
- select Max. Thumbnail Size – 800 Pixels are recommended
- select – click Bitmap Adjust Centered X
- enter the number of Zones – 16
- enter Zone Width – 32.500 mm
- enter First Z Width – 32.500 mm
- enter Last Width – 32.500 mm
- Z.-Area Width is calculated automatically – 16 x 32.5 = 520.000 mm
- Z.-Area Height (Max printed area on the press) – 380.000 mm
- Bitmap Offset Y ( distance between the printed area and the edge of the plate or
RIPed image) – 40.000 mm (minus)
- Width – Central Zone Width
- Height – Zone Area Height
- Save – store the Small Size setup:
browse the path (for example C:\IZB\InkZoneParameters\) and fill in the name of
the setup file (for example H_GTO_Small). Because Ink Zone setup Small is used
.IZS is added to the name of the file.
Note: This file will be used during setup of Parameters and Hotfolder Parameters.
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3.3.7. Configuration of Parameters – Manual Conversion

Click on Parameters. There are 3 items:
- Parameters Conversion
- Parameters Hotfolder
- Time Interval Hotfolder
Select – Click on Parameters Conversion
Next screen will be displayed on the monitor.
This setup is for manual job selection and starts the conversion.

1.Select Ink Zone Format
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2.Select Format from the list – for example AGFA PS-Proofer(RLE)
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3.Select Path – Source directory – C:\IZB\PSPROOFER\

4. Click on Make InkZone File, click on Make Thumbnail, select Use Default Color,
Select Large Size Class, at least 800.0 mm of Height. (prepress data are mostly
exported): Width x Height are 789.1 mm x 1029 mm for HSM 102

5. Select Large Size Class, at least 800.0 mm of Height.
6. Select InkZone Parameter File for Large Class – HSM102_Large
Click on the Path.
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- Select - C:\IZB\InkZoneParameters\HSM102_Large
then click Open

7. Select Medium Size Class, at least 600.0 mm of Height.
8. Select InkZone Parameter File for Medium Class: Roland300_Medium

C:\IZB\InkZoneParameters\Roland300_Medium

9. Select Small Size Class, at least 0.0 mm of Height.
10. Select the InkZone Parameter File for Size Class Small: H_GTO_Small

- 22 -
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C:\IZB\InkZoneParameters\H_GTO_Small
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3.3.8. Manual Conversion

Click on File. There are 3 items in the pulldown menu:
- Conversion
- Hotfolder
- Exit
Select – Click on Conversion
DI-Plot reads every file from directory and displays a LIST of them.

- Select Job EDGE0_2003_1_Front, then click Go for starting the conversion.

- dimension of the job‘s width x height. As the height is more than 800.0 mm the job
file is converted for HSM102.
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- the conversion is finished. The source data have been deleted. INK and BMP files
are in directory C: \IZB\InkFiles\1\.
EDGE0_2003_1_FRONT_0001.INK
$EDGE0_2003_1_FRONT_0001
$HV1
$CYN;U;32;0.2,0.3,0.5,1.1,0.5,0.8,7.2,7.1,4.8,0.7,0.7,0.6,0.6,0.8,1.6,4.8,11.1,15.7,17.0,11.8,6.4,6.2,1.7,0.
6,0.4,0.4,0.3,0.5,0.8,0.4,0.2,0.2
$MAG;U;32;0.1,0.3,5.6,11.3,2.3,2.3,7.7,8.8,4.8,2.1,2.6,2.7,2.8,2.9,8.9,26.9,16.3,12.1,14.0,9.7,8.1,7.9,2.6,1
.1,1.0,1.7,1.5,1.4,7.1,0.4,0.2,0.1
$YEL;U;32;0.1,0.2,3.7,8.0,2.0,1.9,7.9,9.8,4.6,1.7,2.1,2.4,2.6,2.5,7.5,23.7,24.6,15.1,17.7,15.7,10.9,11.6,5.9
,1.4,1.3,1.9,1.7,1.8,10.7,0.4,0.2,0.1
$BLK;U;32;0.1,0.1,0.2,2.2,6.8,6.9,12.9,11.6,9.6,3.6,8.7,8.5,7.7,8.5,6.2,0.6,2.9,4.9,6.7,5.3,7.1,6.7,1.8,4.0,4.
0,3.5,3.7,3.2,0.6,0.1,0.2,0.2

EDGE0_2003_1_FRONT_0001.BMP

The position of the thumbnail is the same as on the sheet from the printing machine.
Configuration is OK. The conversion can now be used.
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3.3.9. Configuration of the Hotfolder.

Click on Parameters. There are 3 items in the pulldown menu:

- Parameters Conversion
- Parameters Hotfolder
- Time Interval Hotfolder

- Select – Click on Parameters Hotfolder
this screen will show up on the display. The parameter setup must be in accordance
with the configuration of the Parameter Conversion function

1. Ink Zone
2. Set up AGFA PS-Proofer (RLE)
3. Set up directory C:\IZB\PSPROOFER

- 26 -
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Final Parameter Hotfolder Screen:

7. Erase PSproofer Source
Files after Convertion

4. Large

1. Ink
6. Select height or width and
then select (at least) dimension

5. Select HSM102_Large. It is created in
InkZone Parameters mode and then saved in
C:\IZB\InkZoneParameters\HSM102_Large.IZL
Then press OK

3.3.10. Configuration of Time Interval Hotfolder.

Click on Parameters. There are 3 items in the pulldown menu:
- Parameter Conversion
- Parameter Hotfolder
- Time Interval Hotfolder
- Select – Click on Time Interval Hotfolder
Time Interval Hotfolder can be started:
- from the time of creation of a selected job
- from the defined time
Time Interval Hotfolder will start from the time when the job selected was created.
- 27 -
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- click on First Job and it sets the time from when the conversions will begin. All jobs
older than the first one will be ignored. Every younger job will be converted.

- The Time Interval Hotfolder starts from the time set by clicking on Now.
- click on Now and the conversion will be started from that moment. All jobs older
than this one will be ignored. Every younger job will be converted.

Note: It is possible to limit Time Lapse to 3 minutes. This could result in a faster
performance of Automatic Conversion.
At the end click OK.
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3.3.11. Automatic Conversion with Hotfolder

Click on File. There are 3 items in the pulldown menu:
- Conversion
- Hotfolder
- Exit
Select – Click on Hotfolder
Information about source file deletion is displayed. Confirm by clicking OK.

- The Hotfolder screen is displayed

- click Go for starting the scanning.
- click AutoStart for automatic start of the program whenever the computer gets
booted.
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- DI-Plot has found two job files in the Hotfolder.
EDGE0_2003_1_FRONT is waiting for conversion
EDGE0_2003_1_BACK is converted

Both files have been converted. The source files have been deleted and INK and
BMP files were created and stored in directory C: \IZB\InkFiles\1\.
DI-Plot continues to scan the Hotfolder and is waiting for the next job.
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4.IZ Perfect
IZ Perfect is a special software (option) which enables the export of two side jobs
from prepress to presses that have Perfector installed (8, 10, 12 color presses).
It needs a separate dongle.
When the IZ Box is installed in combination with IZ Perfect the workflow will look as
follows:
- DI-Plot will convert CIP3 or other bitmap files into InkZone data
- DI-Plot will write those files into the c:\izb\inkfiles directory which is used for input
to the IZ Box.
- The operator is then able to select two jobs by dragging and dropping them from
the left hand side of the screen to the right hand side (which simulates the offset
press)
- IZ Perfect will then write a new InkZone file and save it in the same IZ Box directory
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6)
- The IZ Box will read this InkZone file and the operator can decide whether to write it
to the job card
Note:
In IZ Perfect you choose the order of colors by using the control unit of the
press. It is not possible to change it during EXPORT to the IZ Box.
I

InkZone.exe starts the IZ Perfect software

There are two pulldown menu:
- Files
- Setup
File:
- Run
- Exit
Setup:
- Software
- Number of Printing Units
- Default Order of Colors
After the installation has been completed the configuration must be set up.
The following example is for an 8 color press with a Perfector installed before the
5th unit.
Standard color order is B C M Y perfector B C M Y
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4.1. Configuration of IZ Perfect
4.1.1. Software Setup
Click on Setup and then click on Software

•
•
•
•

Browse the Input Path
Browse the Output Path
Automat Startup
Order Type

Important: the only possible output path is C:\IZB\InkFiles. According to the number
of presses (1, 2, 3, 4, 5 etc.) the software stores the files for the first press in
directory C:\IZB\InkFiles\1

4.1.2. Number of Printing Units
Click on Setup and then click on Number of Printing Units
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4.1.3.Default Order of Colors
Use this function for setting the ORDER of INKS on the printing press units.
On the right side of the screen under Printing Units the current ink order of the
units is listed.
On the left side there is a list of inks that can be selected and rearranged by right
button mouse clicks.

If on a printing unit an ink has already been selected this message will pop up.

For example we need another order: B C M Y B C M Y
The best way is to click on Clear for wiping out the list before selecting a new order.
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Select the units step by step in the NEW order: B C M Y B C M Y .

Click on OK
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Setup position of the Perfector
Select UNIT 5 after the Perfector

Click OK.

Click on Quit to finish the configuration setup.
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4.2. How to use InkZone Perfect
Click on File and then on Run
Note: if you choose Automatic Startup in Setup (Software chapter 2.1)
InkZone Perfect will start automatically and open this menu

From the job list on the left side of the menu you can select a job and move it to the
front or back of the job queue on the right side of the menu.
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Select the first job by clicking and holding the right mouse button and drag it to
either the Front Job or Back Job window. Proceed with the next jobs as before.

Click on Save As
and type its name into the field (for example 48104_48106)

Important: you have to select the press from the Printing Machine No. list.
For instance select No. 1
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Click on Save.
The IZP – Run menu is displayed .

Now it is possible to prepare another JOB the same way.
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5. IZ Box Installation
The IZ Box should be installed near the printing machines. Owing to its industrial
design it can be placed directly in the press room on a table, shelf, console etc.
•

The IZ Box ships in a firm
cardboard box and is held and
protected by polystyrene parts.

•

First of all take out the power
supply cord, manual and job
cards.

•

Then take out the IZ Box
carefully.

•

The IZ Box handle can be
adjusted according to your
needs. The system is then
moved to the chosen place.

•

The system does not require
any special adjustments before
being connected to the power
supply. Simply insert the cord in
a standard socket (115/230 V,
50-60 Hz).

•

The IZ Box is connected to the
computer network via a cable.
Connect it to the corresponding
socket on the back of the
system.

•

An external monitor for
displaying the bitmap proofs of
a job can be connected to the
IZ Box through a socket on the
back of the system.

NOTE:
Leave the IZ Box switched off for at least 2 hours and allow it to adapt to room
temperature. This is especially important during wintertime.
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5.1.IZB Network Connection
Connect the DI-Plot PC to the company‘s Windows based network.
The IZ Box is a DOS 6.0 based system. Connect a keyboard and an external
monitor to the IZ Box. The IZ Box could be connected to the company‘s network
with a direct cable, or to the DI-Plot computer with a cross wire cable through a
second network card.
There are one network protocols which can be used for network communication
between the DI-Plot PC and the InkZoneBox.
IPX / SPX protocol

5.1.1. DI-Plot IPX/SPX Network Configuration
Please check that everything inside the DI-Plot PC is ready (3.2).
- Create DIL User on the DI-Plot PC:
1./ No password, 2./ Never expires, 3./ User can’t change passwords
(should have Administrator rights)
- Create the Inkfiles Folder – an Export Directory: for example c:\izb\inkfiles.
Then create the subdirectories c:\izb\inkfiles\1\ for press 1, c:\izb\inkfiles\2\ for
press 2 etc.
DI-Plot will write the INK files for each type of press into its own folder.
- Check if the IPX/SPX Protocol is Present on the DI-Plot PC: if not, it must be
installed. - Add it to the other network protocols.

5.1.2. IPX/SPX IZ Box Network Connection
We recommend to run the IPX/SPX protocol because it is easier to use. The IZ Box
was designed under DOS 6.0 so it is ready for this network protocol.
1. Connect the keyboard and the external monitor to the back of the IZ Box.
2. Connect the IZ Box to the computer network via a direct cable.
3. Turn on the IZ Box by pushing the main switch.
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4. Press [Enter]
to continue

5. Press [Enter] – to continue
IZ Box is on, but the system
indicates a network error. :
“Network Connection Error“
is displayed on the touch panel
monitor

6. Start Setup procedure:
write SETUP:
C:\IZB>setup”
and press [Enter]

Note: Press [F10] to interrupt the IZ Box control program activity if necessary.

7. Write the following instruction:
NET USE D:_\\ComputerName\ShareDirectoty
(Note:
D:_\\ .... _ marks one space)
Example: net use d: \\IZBpc\inkfiles

press [Enter]

[Enter]
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8. Reset the IZ Box for proper performance. You can see some files (on the left side)
if you have some INK files in the DI-Plot PC directory c:\izb\inkfiles\1\

Now the installation of the network connection (IPX/SPX protocol) is finished.
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6. IZ Box Operation
We recommend to use the IZ Box in the vicinity of the printing machines so that
the hanling times can be kept as short as possible.
The IZ Box is run through its touch control panel. It communicates with the
operator through a customer-friendly menu which enables a simple and comfortable
operation.

6.1. Setting in Operation
•
•
•

Turn on the IZ Box by pressing the main switch on the back.
After the system has been switched on the switch will glow red and the touch
panel will light up.
The following message will be displayed on the touch panel. The control program
is loading.

InkZone Box

•

After 15 seconds the control program will be activated and the Autotest message
will show up indicating the software version in use. The system’s individual parts
are being tested.
9 - the tested part is O.K.
x - the tested part is not connected
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After Autotest has finished, the main menu shows up and the Job Manager
window of Press No. 1 will be displayed

6.2. Job Manager – Working with Jobs
The Job Manager is one of the main modes. It processes the jobs coming from
prepress and stores them in the storage medium of the selected press.
The Job Manager screen is divided in 3 parts:
1. INK Prepress files
of press No.1

2.Functions
buttons

3. Jobs stored on
the job card of
press No.1

Job selection for:
Export - storing on card
Delete - deleting
Select File - selecting

Detailed description of the selected job with its
complete name and the date and time
when it was created

The list with the prepress jobs for the selected press is displayed on the left side.
The number in the first line Press No: 1 indicates the press whose jobs are displayed.
When the system is set in operation the first press will be displayed.
One job in the job list is always highlighted. The marked job is the one selected for
further processing.
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The name of the selected job together with further information (date and time of
creation) are displayed on the bottom line.
By pressing on the arrows in the left upper and bottom corner a job can be selected.
Marking of a job in the job list shifts the selection up or down. There is a maximum of
50 jobs in the list. The oldest (51st) one is moved to an archive (arch) which is
created separately for each press.
Job Manger enables the following operations with a selected job from prepress:
•
•
•
•

Export –storing of the selected job in an external medium (floppy,job card)
Refresh – refreshing the jobs from prepress
Delete – deleting the selected job from a list
Select file – selecting the jobs for a group operation

6.2.1. Export – Storing a Job on a Job Card
The procedure of storing the jobs on a job card:
1. Select the job from the job list.
2 Press Export

3. The order of the color units on the press can be changed.

4. Press OK to confirm the storage of the selected job on a job card
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5. The job is stored on a job card. Note: For Heidelberg presses it is necessary to
select the position on the card, for example No. 31.

6. The Job Manager will be displayed and the job is stored on a job card – on
position 31.

6.2.2. Refresh
The Refresh function can be used to reload jobs from prepress. Press
Refresh and the content of a shared list, the one containing the converted files
(image area coverage data) from prepress, will be displayed.

This function can be also be used if there is a problem with the network (no files are
loaded and displayed). The message showing up is: No Connection or No Files.
After pressing Refresh the failed connection will be renewed.
By pressing Refresh the content of a job card will be reloaded and the directory on
the right side will be updated.
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6.2.3. Select File
This function is used for selecting jobs for group operations (e.g. deleting).

Use arrows to select the required operation. Press Select File to mark the file.
Note: Press Select File to remove the marking.

6.2.4. Delete – Job Deletion
Press Delete to remove (delete) the selected jobs.

Press YES to confirm the function.
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6.3. Job Manager – Working with Jobs
You can process the jobs on the job card, similarly to the ones from prepress.
Press any space below HSM102-6 on the touch panel. The marking of the selected
job will move to the right side containing the job list on the job card.

Job card files
selection

Activating
the job card
operations

Selected job
Reloading of job
card content

Activating the
prepress jobs
operations
Reloading of files
from a floppy disk

Full name of
selected job

Deleting a
selected job from
the card

The Job Manager can perform following operations if a job is selected on the job card
• Refresh – reloading the job card content
• Delete – deleting a job from the card
• Select File – selecting jobs for group operations (deleting)

6.3.1. Add to Optimization

Content of the disc after download
DWNLDHDM.HX contains all Job Cards.
PRESS.INI contains the current setup
and curves parameters
In directory 1 the files from prepress are
stored.
All these data are necessary for
optiomization
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6.4.Press Selection
The IZB can control up to 6 presses (also diferent press models)
The Select Press screen is divided into three parts:
1. The list of the
presses

2.Function
buttons

3. Parameter
description of the
press in use

Arrows mark
the selected
press
Press No. 4
selection

Confirmation of
the selection

The arrows mark the selected press on the list. In our example it is Press No. 1.
HSM102-6
On the right side of the display you will find the information about the selected press:
• the name of the press – HSM102-6
• the number of printing units – 6
• the printing plate dimensions – 1030 x 770 mm
• the ink fountain description – 32 x 32.5 – 32 zone, the zone width
32.5 mm
• communication with the remote ink fountains control – job card
Press Select Press to select an another printing machine.
Press the press button you wish. The arrows will move to the newly selected press
and the new press parameters will be displayed. Our example is KBA 162-4. On the
right side the parameters of the KBA 162-4 are displayed.
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Press OK to confirm the selection. The control program returns to the Job Manager
and jobs of the Press No. 4 / KBA 162-4 can be processed.

Press ESC to return to the Job Manager without changing the selected press.
Select Press enables the following operations:
•
•
•
•

Selecting of the press from the current list
Adjusting the selected press conversion characteristics
Deleting of press
Setting up a new press

6.4.1. Setup of Conversion Characteristics
DI-Plot transforms the prepress data of a job into image area coverage code
•

The image area coverage information can be sent to the remote Ink Fountain
Control System (console) without any corrections. The conversion into ink
fountain preset values is made by the console.

•

In most cases the IZ Box converts the image area coverage data into key preset
values. The console will preset the ink fountains motors „only“.
In this case it is necessary to set the conversion characteristics of the ink
fountains of the press. Press EDIT and set the code 1 2 3 to initiate this function.
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Current ink
selection

Ink sweep
(ductor) value

Parameter value
selected

Keyboard
allows setting of
new values for a
selected
parameter

Current
conversion curve
parameters for
the selected
fountain

Shape of the conversion
curve for the selected
ink fountain

Parameter selection

The conversion curve converts the image area coverage information (X) into ink key
preset values (Y). The conversion curve consists of three linear straight lines:
1. line is from A to Bx
2. line is from Bx to Cx
3. line is from Cx to 100%
For converting the curve settings the P2Poptim special software is used.
Optimization is usually made by the supplier of the system. It could also be made by
the customer.
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6.4.2. DELETE – Deletion of a Press
This is a service function, so be very carefull with it!
Select the press and click Delete to remove the press from the list

Use code 300874

Click YES and the position of the 5th press will be empty

6.4.3. NEW Press – Creation of a New Press Connection
This is another service function which must be handled very carefully.
Push NEW to create - add the new press to the list of presses..

Use code 300874
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Select the Press Prototype (SM102)

Number of units on the press (5)

Change the mame of the press if necessary

< deleting a single character Shift: special characters CL: deleting whole name

Enter new name (SM102-5)

Select Interface (CPC – standard Heidelberg format)

Select source folder with INK and BMP files for this press (D:\5\) - (..\IZB\Inkfiles\5\)
Select A:\ if the IZ Box is not on the network and source data are stored on a disc.
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6.5. Setup of the IZ Box
Autotest is displayed on the touch panel during startup of the IZ Box.

If you push and hold the Setup buttom during Autotest, you can activate the Setup
Mode.

You can select and set up some of the features of the IZ Box according to the
requirements of the current installation.

6.5.1. Preview On / Off
If an external monitor is connected to the Box, you can activate or deactivate this
feature.
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6.5.2. Time2sleep
A CCFL lamp is used for backlighting the touch panel. When the touch panel is not in
use it is recommanded to switch the lamp off in order to prolong its life.
An interval until the touch panel is automatically switched off when not in use can be
set in the Time2sleep function (Time to Sleep).
When the touch panel is off, it will light up again as soon as it is touched.

6.5.3. Active Job Numbers
The last converted jobs are displayed on the left side of the touch panel.
It is possible to allocate the job numbers. 10 – 150 jobs can be selected.
If more than 150 jobs are processed the list limits itself automatically to 150 jobs.
This means that after each additional job has been converted, the oldest job is
removed from the list and moved to an archive folder.
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6.5.4.Time and Date Setup
H – Setup of the Hour
2004 - Setup the Year
26 – Setup of the Day

February – Setup of the Month

S – Setup of Seconds

M – Setup of Minutes

At the end click on Esc and the current setup of date and time is accepted.

6.5.5. Press Interface Configuration
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6.5.6. Prepress Job Name Structure

6.5.7. Export Paper Menu

6.5.8.Editing Job Names in Export

Click OK for finishing the Setup.
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6.6. IZ Box Operation Diagram

Switch ON IZB

START
IZB

Initial Screen

wait please...

Autotest of the System
Jobs
on the Job Card

INK Files
Press No. 1

Job Selection:
Export
Delete
Select File

Indication
of the Selected Job
Change of
the Displayed Color

Exporting
of the Selected Job
Setting of colors
on the press units

Parameters Setting
Select Press
Image Area Coverage
Information in %

Calculated Ink Key
Presetting Values

Press No 4

of the Press in Use:
- Conversion Characteristics
- Ductor Rollers Values
Enter Code: 1 2 3

For Heidelberg Job Cards only

Numerical
Setting of Parameters

Page:
Jobs 31 - 40

st

31 Position on the Job Card
Simultaneous Display
of Both Values
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7. Communication with a press
It is necessary to do the following in order to obtain optimum presetting values
with the IZB system:
• Calibrate the press ink fountains
• Adhere to the recommended procedure when starting a new job
• Optimize the conversion characteristics (conversion curve)

7.1. Calibration of the Ink Fountains on a Press
Before the IZB system can be used it is necessary to calibrate the ink fountains and
check the zero settings on the press.
-

put ink into the ink fountain as usual
set the ink fountain zones almost to zero and check if the zones are
uniformly open (according to the ink quantity on the ink duct roller).
any zone not uniformly open should be adjusted

Note: If the zero values on a press are corrupted it is impossible to make an
accurate presetting. Check the zero settings frequently, since this is probably the
most important factor in the preset system.

8. Optimization of Conversion Characteristics
Please adhere to the following procedure in order to obtain optimum conversion
characteristics for the ink key preset calculation (Y) which is derived from the
prepress percent image coverage measured (X):
-

-

-

In the beginning use the explicit parameter setting Y=X (the ink key
presetting equals the percentage of image coverage);
the ink fountain setting can be adjusted by changing the percentage
of the zone opening. The curve profile of the ink fountain opening will
not be changed;
after several final settings have been obtained the graphic
dependence can be created and the conversion characteristic
parameters are determined;
the final correction with the new parameters can be made.
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9. Maintenance Instructions:
The IZB needs no specific maintenance. The system is made of industrial
components and is designed to withstand daily use in the production environment.
For cleaning the control touch panel use a soft cloth.

10. Manufacturer and Service:
Digital Information Ltd.
Address: Technopark-Strasse 1, CH-8005 Zurich, Switzerland
Telephone No.: +41 (0)43 818 20 00
Fax No.:

+41 (0)43 818 20 09

E-Mail:

info@digiinfo.com

Web:

www.digiinfo.com
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